Diana Hobo

Materials Needed:

1.5 Yards Exterior Fabric - 44”/45” width
1 Yard Interior Fabric – 44/45” width
1.5 Yard Canvas - at least 24” width (or iron on heavy weight interfacing)
1 Magnetic Snap
***All seam allowances ½” unless otherwise noted.

Please do not sell any items made from this pattern or claim as
your own design!
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Preparation
Step 1: Cut out all pattern pieces.
Step 2: Cut out fabric pieces as noted on the pattern. If you would like to add a
pocket, cut out two 8”x12” squares (or any other size desired) from interior fabric.
Make Lining
Step 3: Baste canvas pieces using a ¼” basting stitch to lining and yoke pieces (or
iron on heavy weight iron on interfacing).
Step 4: Place pockets right sides together and sew seam around all sides, leaving a
3” opening at the middle of the top of the pocket. Turn right side out and press. Sew
a ¼” seam across the top of the pocket, closing the opening, backstitching at each
end.
Step 5: Center Pocket on lining and pin in place. Stitch a ¼” stitch around all edges
but the top, backstitching at each end.
Step 6: With the right sides of the interior facing together, stitch around all edges
but the top, backstitching at each end.
Step 7: Miter (also known as boxing the corners:
http://craftapple.wordpress.com/2007/09/01/sewing-tip-squarely-boxing-thosecorners/) and sew 1 ½” from the corner point, back stitching at each end. Make sure
to make your miters even and perpendicular to the side and bottom seams. Line up
the bottom and side seams at the corner and then hem the top edge.
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Make Exterior
Step 8: With right sides of exterior facing together, stitch around all edges but the
top, backstitching at each end.
Step 9: Miter and sew 1 ½” from the corner point, back stitching at each end
(reference Step 7 for greater detail).
Step 10: Mark 4” in from each side. Create the gather – using a ¼” basting stitch,
begin and end stitching at the 4” marks. Make sure to only sew through one layer of
fabric. You don’t want to close the bag! Repeat on other side.
Make Yoke
Step 11: Center one half of the magnetic snap on the right side of each canvas lined
yoke piece (canvas will be in back) and install per manufacturers instructions.
Step 12: Place the two canvas lined yokes right sides facing together and sew the
short ends together, backstitching at each end. Press open seam allowances. Repeat
for the remaining two unlined yoke pieces.
Make Handles
Step 13: Fold handle together, right sides together, lengthwise and iron a seam.
Stitch a sew up the long side and turn right side out. Tuck ends under ½” and pin.
Edge stitch around all sides of handle and secure openings on each end. Repeat on
other handle.
Attach Yoke to Interior and Exterior
Step 14: Right sides together, slide the yoke pieces with the canvas and snaps over
the interior lining so that it is even with the top of the bag. There will be nothing
sitting out over the top of the bag. Stitch around the opening of the bag,
backstitching at each end, securing the yoke to the interior.
Step 15: This is similar to step 14, but you’re going to use the thread the you
basted in step 10 to gather the material so that the bottom of the yoke is even with
the exterior of the bag. Just gently pull one thread on each side to create the
gather. Pin in place when you’re happy with your results and stitch around the
opening of the bag, backstitching at each end.
Attach Handle to Yoke
Step 16: Mark 3-4” in from each side of the exterior yoke. Place handles on the
inside of these marks and pin. Sew a 1” square and ‘X’, backstitching at each end,
to secure the handles onto the bag. Repeat for both sides of the bag.
Attach Interior and Exterior
Step 17: Place exterior (with handles pinned out of the way), right side facing out,
inside interior, wrong side facing out and match up the top of the yoke pieces (right
sides should be facing together). Stitch around the opening leaving a 4” opening on
the middle of one of the yoke pieces. Backstitch at each end. Turn right side out
through the opening you left. Edge stitch ¼” all the way around the top, closing the
opening you turned the bag through.
Admire and enjoy your newly finished bag!
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